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Abstract. A. R. Bernstein and A. Robinson proved that every

polynomially compact operator in Hilbert space has nontrivial

invariant subspaces. This paper gives a structure theorem for

these operators. We show that a polynomially compact operator

is the finite sum of translates of operators which have the property

that a finite power of the operator is compact. Furthermore, the

spectrum of polynomially compact operators is completely de-

scribed. Conditions are given to determine the weak and strong

asymptotic behavior of a polynomially compact contraction in

Hilbert space.

We say that a bounded operator A on a complex Banach space B is

polynomially compact if there is a nonzero complex polynomial p(z)

such that the operator p(A) is compact. In §1 we shall give a struc-

ture theorem for these operators which reduces their study to the

study of power compact operators. We shall show that a polynomially

compact operator is just the finite sum of translates of operators

which have the property that a finite power of the operator is com-

pact. In case the space is a Hilbert space and the operator is a normal

operator, then it is just the direct sum of translates of compact nor-

mal operators and hence its complete structure can be determined.

Furthermore, we can exactly describe the spectrum of these opera-

tors. Our structure theorems, besides describing the spectrum of such

operators, will have several applications which we present in §2.

It is immediate from the structure theorem that the existence of

nontrivial invariant subspaces follows directly from the theorem in

[2] for Hilbert spaces and from the theorem in [7] for Banach spaces.

In the latter case this corollary was not stated. Furthermore, we can

give necessary and sufficient conditions on the spectrum of a poly-

nomially compact contraction on Hilbert space so that the operator
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is weak and strong asymptotically convergent. Using the result de-

veloped by F. Browder and W. Petryshyn [4], we can then completely

solve the operator equation (I—T)x = y lor such operators. And, in

fact, if <rp(T)r\S1=0 (Sl= JzGC:|z| =l}) we can solve the resol-

vent equation (\I—T)x = y for |x| =1.

An operator on a Hilbert space H is called hyponormal in case

||P*x|| ^\\Tx\\ for all xEH or equivalently if T*T-TT*^0. S. Ber-

berian [3] asked whether every compact hyponormal operator is

normal. T. Ando [l] and J. Stampfli [lO] have given an affirmative

answer to this question. Using the structure theorem or the spectral

properties of a polynomially compact operator we can show that

every polynomially compact hyponormal operator is in fact normal

and hence has a structure given by Theorem 2.

In this paper all operators are bounded. The notation S1 is used to

denote the circumference of the unit circle in C, that is, S1 = {X| | X|

= 1}.

1. In this section we shall first prove the structure theorem for

polynomially compact operators on a Banach space £. Then we shall

give the more complete structure theorem for a polynomially compact

normal operator on Hilbert space.

Let B be a polynomially compact operator. Because of the well

ordering of the positive integers there exists a nonzero polynomial

p(z) of least degree such that p(B) is compact. In fact, p(z) can be

made unique by specifying the value of the leading coefficient, that is,

the coefficient on the term with largest degree.

Definition. For a polynomially compact operator P, the nonzero

polynomial p(z), of least degree and leading coefficient 1 such that

p(B) is compact, will be called the minimal polynomial of P.

Now we state and prove the main structure theorem.

Theorem 1. Let B be a polynomially compact operator with minimal

polynomial p(z) = (z—\x)ni • • • (z—Xt)"*. Then the Banach space £ is

decomposed into the direct sum £ = Xx© • • • © & and B=BX@ ■ ■ •

©Pt, where Bi is the restriction of B to •£,. The operators (Bi—\iIi)n<

are all compact. The spectrum of B consists of countably many points

with {Xi, • ■ • , X4} as the only possible limit points and such that all

but possibly {Xi, • • • , X*} are eigenvalues with finite dimensional gen-

eralized eigenspaces. Each point X,G (Xi, • • • , Xt} is either the limit of

eigenvalues of B or else (P,- — X.P.) is quasi nilpotent with £,- infinite

dimensional.

Proof. If X,- is a root of p(z) and X,-Go"(P). then let q(z) =

(z—\i)~1p(z).   Clearly,  q(B)   is   also   compact   and   the   order   of
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g(z)<order of p(z), contradicting the minimality of p(z). Thus X,-

Ea(B) for all roots X,-of p(z). Since a(p(B))=p(a(B)), by the Spectral

Mapping Theorem and because of the fact that a(p(B)) is finite or

countable, we obtain that a(B) must be finite or countable. Since zero

is the only possible accumulation point of a(p(B)) and p is continuous,

the only possible accumulation points of a(B) are the roots of p(z).

We shall now show that if X is an isolated point of a(B) such that

£(X)^0, then X is an eigenvalue of B with finite dimensional gener-

alized eigenspace. We can find a suitable domain 5 in C (a domain

whose boundary is a rectifiable Jordan curve) such that X£5 and

l(~\o-(B)={\}. Let E(8) = fam(B-\I)-ldh, then it is known that

3£x = £(5)3c is an invariant subspace of B such that o-(-B/2Ex) = {X}.

Since p(k)^0, we have 0(£o-(p(.B/3Ex)) so piB/X\) is invertible and

completely continuous. This is true only if 27 is finite dimensional.

Since {X} = o-(.B/2cx) and 27 is a finite dimensional space, we have that

27= {x\ iB—Al)nx = 0} for re large enough. Hence each \E&iB) such

that pi\)^0 is an eigenvalue and its generalized eigenspace is finite

dimensional.

Now let X£o-(.B), f;(X)=0 and such that X is an isolated point in

<r(5). As above, we can find suitable domains 5 and t such that

lC\r=0, oVJOo-CB), XG5 and lr\aiB)={\}. If 27 = £(5)26 and
27 = £7)27 we have that £ = 37 ©27 and B=Bs®BT where Bi (resp. r)

is B\ 27 (resp. t). Also o-(f7) = {X} and X£<r(.Br). Thus if 7 (resp. t) is

/| 27 (resp. r), then iBT — \IT)~xpiBT) is compact. In order that p(z) be

the minimal polynomial of B it is necessary that 27 be infinite dimen-

sional. Therefore (5j—X7) is quasi nilpotent and the generalized

eigenspace for X is infinite dimensional.

Therefore if />(X) =0, we have shown thatX£<r(.B) and is either the

limit of points in triB) each having a finite dimensional generalized

eigenspace or iB—\I)/Hi is quasi nilpotent for a suitably chosen do-

main 5. Also if p(k) 7*0 and \Eo~(B) we have that X is an eigenvalue

with a finite dimensional generalized eigenspace.

Now by induction we may construct open sets {5,}^! in the com-

plex plane, corresponding to the set {Xi, • • • , X*} of roots of p(z), so

that:

(i) X,£5, for i=l, ■ - - , k,

(ii) the boundaries of each 5,- is a rectifiable Jordan curve,

(iii) liC\bj = 0 ilir^j,
(iv) if Xt- is an isolated point of a(B), then bi(~\a(B) = {X,} and

(v) o-(/J)CU(7i5,-.

Let £(5i)=/a(5i) iB—\I)-1d^\, then £(5,)2£=2£,- is an invariant sub-

space for B. Let Bi be the restriction of B to 26,- and 7 = //2E,-. By the
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properties of the operators P(5.) and the construction of the sets

{5,-}, we have that £ = 2i© •••©&, B=BX@ ■ ■ • ©P* and

a(B/Hi) =a(B)C\bi. Finally, let us show that (P.— X,P,)"* is a compact

operator. Since Bi— Xy/,- is invertible for each jj^i, we have that

(z— X,)n< = JI*<' (z— hf)~n>p(z) is a polynomial which makes P< com-

pact.

As an illustration of this decomposition let us consider the case of a

normal operator P on a Hilbert space H. If B is also polynomially

compact we can obtain the following structure theorem for P.

Theorem 2. Let B be a polynomially compact normal operator on a

Hilbert space H. Let p(z) = (z— Xi)"1 • • • (z—X*)nt be the minimal poly-

nomial of B. Then a(B) consists of countably many points such that all

but possibly {\x, • • • ,\k} are eigenvalues with finite dimensional eigen-

spaces. The rest, {\x, • • • , \k}, are of either of the following types:

(a) limit points of eigenvalues,

(b) isolated eigenvalues with infinite dimensional eigenspaces.

Then B is decomposed into the orthogonal direct sum

B = Bx® ■ • • © Bk    where E = Hx® ■ ■ ■ ® Hk

and P<—X,P,-, which is B —X,-J reduced to //,-, is compact and, in fact, if

X,- is a root of type (b), then P,- = X,P,-.

Proof. This theorem follows from the previous theorem and cer-

tain facts about Hilbert spaces and normal operators. If we make

the decomposition as in Theorem 1 and call the invariant spaces Hi

instead of £,-, we have that each Hi reduces P and, furthermore,

Hjl-Hj if i¥"j. Thus we can decompose H into the orthogonal direct

sum H = HX® ■ • • ®Hk and B=BX® ■ ■ ■ ®Bk. Also from Theorem

1 we have that (Bi— Xt-/,-)n< is compact. Since P,-—X,-/,- is normal, we

can conclude that P,-—X,/,- is compact. If X,- is isolated, then P, —X,P,-

is a quasi nilpotent normal operator and hence it is zero. Therefore,

if X,- is a root of p(z) of type (b), then P,=Xt-/,- and since PL must be

infinite dimensional, then X has an infinite dimensional eigenspace.

2. In this section we shall present several applications of the struc-

ture theorems of §1.

Nontrivial invariant subspaces for polynomially compact operators

on Hilbert spaces were first found by A. R. Bernstein and A. Robin-

son. P. R. Halmos [8] simplified their proof and W. Arveson and J.

Feldman [2] gave a theorem from which the existence of invariant

subspaces of polynomially compact operators on Hilbert space

follows. Finally, T. A. Gillespie [7] has given a Banach space version
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of the result in [2]. It follows from [7] that a polynomially compact

operator on Banach space has nontrivial invariant subspaces.

Proposition 1. If B is a polynomially compact operator on a Banach

space 2£ of dimension greater than 1, then there exists nontrivial invariant

subspaces for B.

Proof. By Theorem 1 we need only consider a proof for operators

B which are quasi nilpotent and power compact. Clearly if Bt^O and

Bn = 0 lor some re, then {x|.Bx = 0} is a nontrivial invariant subspace

of B. If Bn is compact and nonzero, then by the theorem given in [7],

B has nontrivial invariant subspaces.

Using a result of B. Sz.-Nagy and C. Foias we can determine a

necessary and sufficient spectral condition for a contraction operator

T on a Hilbert space H to be strong asymptotically convergent, that

is, {T"} converges in the strong operator topology.

Proposition 2. Let T be a contraction operator on a Hilbert space H

for which a(T)f~\Sl is countable. Then T is strong asymptotically con-

vergent if and only if <rp(T)C\SXE {1} •

Proof. Let H = H0®Hi he the decomposition of H such that

T=To®Ti, the corresponding decomposition of T, is the decom-

position of T into unitary and completely nonunitary parts [12,

Theorem I.3.2].2 If we assume that crp(T)r\SlE {1}, then ap(To)

E {1 }• Because c(Po) is a subset of the countable set a(T)f^S1, it is

also countable. Since Po is normal every isolated point of a(To) is an

eigenvalue, but ap(T0)E{l} so that 1 is the only possible isolated

point of o-(T0). If 1 is not an isolated point of o-(T0), then a(T0) is a

countable perfect set, that is, a closed set where every point is a limit

point. Since a complete metric space has no nonempty countable

perfect sets, we may conclude that a(T0) = 0 and H0= {o} [9, p. 72].

If however 1 is an isolated point of a(Ta), then the same argument

applied to cr(T0) — {1} implies that a(T0) = {1} ■ Because Po is uni-

tary, To — I\H0 is quasi nilpotent and normal and therefore must be

zero. Thus To = l\H0 and Tl converges uniformly and therefore Pis

strong asymptotically convergent on Ho-

We have o-(ri)r>5IC<r(r)Pi51, so that aiT^CsS1 is countable and

thus the Lebesgue measure of aiT^C^S1 is zero. Now from Proposi-

tion II.6.7 [12] we have that T\—>0 in the strong topology. Thus,

T" = To@Tl—^P strongly, where P is the projection on H0.

2 An operator T is said to be completely nonunitary (resp. selfadjoint, normal),

if T does not have a nonzero reducing subspace 9TC such that T/'Sli is unitary (resp.

selfadjoint, normal).
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Conversely if Tn converges strongly it is necessary that X is not an

eigenvalue of P if | X| ^1 and X j± 1.

From this proposition and Theorem 1 we can give spectral condi-

tions for a polynomially compact contraction operator on a Hilbert

space to converge asymptotically.

Corollary 1. Let B be a polynomially compact contraction operator

on Hilbert space. Then B is strong asymptotically convergent if and only

ifaP(B)r\S1E{l}.

For certain classes of operators on Hilbert space the notion of

strong asymptotic convergence coincides with that of weak asymptot-

ic convergence, that is, the weak convergence of the iterates of the

operator. It is known that whenever P is a selfadjoint or compact

operator, then {Tn} converges strongly if j P" J converges weakly [5,

Lemmas 3 and 5]. Using Theorem 1 it can be shown that polyno-

mially compact operators also have this property [6, Lemma 1.3.11 ].

Proposition 3. Let T be a polynomially compact operator on Hilbert

space, then {T"} converges strongly if and only if { Tn} converges weakly.

F. E. Browder and W. V. Petryshyn have shown that if P is strong

asymptotically convergent, the operational equation (I—T)x—y has

solutions [4]. By a solution it is meant that whenever y is an element

of the range of I—T, we can generate a sequence {xn} such that

xn—*x and (/— T)x=y. In fact, the sequence {xa} can be defined by

n-l

xn = T"xQ + Z T'y
t—0

where x0 is any initial approximation. It is easy to show that if Tn—+Q,

then all solutions of (/— T)x = y are of the form x0 + Q(z) where x0 is

one solution and z any vector in the space.

Let P be a polynomially compact contraction operator on a Hilbert

space H. If ap(B)r\SiE {l}, then by Corollary 1, {Pn} converges

so that solutions of I — B can be determined. If op(B)r\Sl = 0, then

{(aP)"} converges for |X| =1 and solutions of X/ —P can be deter-

mined. In case ap(B)C\Sx = 0, these solutions are unique. Thus

{ S"-o A'T'y} converges to a solution of (\I—T)x = y, whenever y is

in the range of X7— P.

Several authors have tried to determine which hyponormal opera-

tors on Hilbert space are normal [l], [10], and [ll]. We shall show

that any hyponormal operator with a countable spectrum is normal.

This will generalize Corollary 2 of [lO].
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Proposition 4. Let Tbea hyponormal operator on a Hilbert space H.

If a(T) is countable, then T is normal.

Proof. Let T=To@Ti be the canonical decomposition of T into

normal and completely nonnormal parts. Let H = H0®Hi be the cor-

responding decomposition of H, so that Tx is the normal part of T.

Since a(T/)Ea(T) it is also countable. Now T0 is hyponormal and

completely nonnormal, that is, Po has no reducing subspace on which

it is normal. Thus by Theorem 2 in [lO], c(P0) has no isolated points.

Since a(T0) is also countable and closed, it is a countable perfect set

and we may conclude that cr(Po) = 0 [9, p. 72]. Therefore H0= {o},

T=Ti and T is normal.

Using the spectral conditions given in Theorem 1 and Proposition

4, we may conclude that every polynomially compact hyponormal

operator is normal.

Corollary 2. If T is a hyponormal polynomially compact operator,

then T is normal.

Thus using Theorem 2 we have the complete structure of hypo-

normal polynomially compact operators.

Added in proof. Theorems 1 and 2 need a slight modification in

the case that each root X,- of the minimal polynomial of A is an isolated

point of a(A). In this case A/KJi is quasi nilpotent except for possibly

one i.
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